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Adventure:

“A mixture of spirit and deed”

- C.W. Ceram



Charles Darwin

Around the world 

1831-1836

Alfred Wallace Henry Walter Bates

Amazon 1848-1852

Malay Archipelago 

1854-1862

Amazon 1848-1859



The first golden age :

The Making of a Theory



1848

1852

Alfred Russel Wallace  (c. 1848)





August 6, 1852

1130 km east of Bermuda

“I am afraid the ship’s 

on fire. Come & see 

what you think of it.”

“I got up a small tin 

box with a few shirts 

in it & put in my fish 

drawings…



My collections however 

were in the hold …all the 

reward of my four years of 

privation & danger were 

lost….



…Day after day we 

continued in the boats. - We 

were scorched by the sun, 

my hands nose & ears being 

completely skinned, and 

drenched every day by the 

seas & spray. We were 

constantly wet & had no 

comfort at night. We had [a] 

short allowance of water, 

which left us constantly 

thirsty.”





1833



South American 

mammal fossils



Toxodon platensis

Mylodon darwinii

South American Megafauna

- mammal fossils



1835





Galapagos Mockingbirds



“When I see these Islands in sight of 

each other, &  possessed of but a 

scanty stock of animals, tenanted by 

these birds, but slightly differing in 

structure &  filling the same place in 

Nature, I must suspect they are only 

varieties…

– If there is the slightest 

foundation for these remarks, 

the zoology of Archipelagoes –

will be well worth examining; 

for such facts would undermine 

the stability of species.”

- Ornithology Notes (1836)



On Page 20

“We may look at Megatherium, 

armadillos, and sloths as all 

offsprings of some still older type 

…”

Page 36

Darwin’s Notebook “B”  1837

On page 21:

“Organized beings represent a tree 

irregularly branched some branches 

far more branched –- As many 

terminal buds dying as new ones 

generated…”

On page 35:

“similarity of animals in one country 

owing to springing from one 

branch…”  



Notebook “N” October 30, 1838

: “we can allow satellites, planets, suns, universes, nay 

whole systems of universes to be governed by laws, but 

the smallest insect, we wish to be created at once by 

special act...”



“…It is clear, that if several islands have 

each their peculiar species of the same 

genera, when these are placed together, 

they will have a wide range of character.   

. . But there is not space in 

this work, to enter on this 

curious subject.”

(composed in 1837, published 1839)

THE DODGE



…Ten days & ten nights 

passed … when a vessel 

was seen and by night we 

were on board her, much 

rejoiced to have escaped a 

death on the wide ocean 

whence none would ever 

have come to tell the 

tale…

Fifty times since I left 

Para have I vowed if I 

once reached England 

never to trust myself on 

the ocean.  

But good resolutions 

soon fade…”



The Malay Archipelago

Arrived in Singapore April 1854

Made 96 crossings totaling 14,000 miles;  Collected 120,660 specimens





Birdwing

butterflies

NHM



“ The most closely allied 

species [are] found in 

geographical proximity…

Every species has come into 

existence coincident both in 

space and time with a pre-

existing closely allied 

species…

the best mode of representing 

the natural arrangement of 

species…a branching tree”

“Sarawak Law” (1855)





Dyak trophies 



The Wallace 

Line
Asiatic 

fauna
Australian 

fauna



“The life of wild animals is a 

struggle for existence…and to 

provide for their infant 

offspring…

Perhaps all the variations…must 

have some definite effect, 

however slight, in the habits or 

capacities of the individuals…a 

variety having slightly increased 

powers…must inevitably in time 

acquire a superiority in numbers.” 

- On the Tendency of Species to 

Depart Indefinitely from the 

Original Type

Darwin

February- March 1857, Down

“Chapter 5. The Struggle For 

Existence as Bearing on 

Natural Selection

All Nature…is at war. The 

struggle very often falls on the 

egg & seed, or on the seedling,

…any variation, however 

infinitely slight, if it did 

promote during any part of life 

even in the slightest degree, the 

welfare of the being, such 

variation would tend to be 

preserved or selected.”

Wallace

February 1858, Ternate



The Darwin-Wallace 

Joint Papers to the 

Linnean Society

July 1, 1858



The Origin 

Set the Agenda

• Is natural selection strong and 

sensitive enough to shape the 

fine differences among 

species ?

November 24, 1859



Henry Walter Bates

• Returned from the Amazon in 

summer of 1859, after eleven

years

• Collected 14,712 species in all, 

more than 8000 new to science



“I think I have got a glimpse into the laboratory 

where Nature manufactures her new species.”

Henry Walter Bates to Darwin:



Longicorn beetle

Wasp



Spicebush 

caterpillar

Photo by Mary Jo Fackler



L. amphione

M.polymnia

L. orise

- Mimics-

- Models -

M. psidii

“To exist at all in a given locality, our Leptalis… must wear a 

certain dress and those of its varieties that do not come up to 

the mark are rigidly sacrificed… I believe the case offers a 

most beautiful proof of the theory of natural selection.”

(Bates, 1862)
Batesian Mimicry



“In my opinion it is one 

of the most remarkable 

and admirable papers I 

ever read in my life.”

Darwin to Bates :

Courtesy Stecher Collection, Case Western





The SECOND golden age :

Glimpses FROM The Laboratory 

into HOW new species are made





52 mammals and counting…



Photo by Paul Brakefield



Movie ?



Partial DNA sequence of Mylodon darwinii



Wallace to  Bates

Ternate, Dec. 24, 1860

“I know not how or to whom to 

express fully my admiration for 

Darwin’s book. …- its 

overwhelming argument, & its 

admirable tone & spirit.

“Mr Darwin has created a new 

science and a new philosophy, & 

I believe that never has such a 

complete illustration of a new 

branch of human knowledge 

been due to the labours & 

researches of a single man.”
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